


A tear wells up in the corner of Allie’s eye. 

When this happens, something is serious. Allie is not a “crier.” 

When the tear is connected to business, something is especially wrong. 
The tear has shown up three times. 

Once in a meeting with a client that continued to ask us to do work we 
didn’t want to do. The tear showed up again after we’d mustered the 
courage to fire a few clients that needed fired. The third time a tear 
showed up when we had $16,000 in invoices that were passed due all at 
once. 

Falling out of love with your business can happen. Honestly, it’s 
probably going to happen. 

“Find Your Passion.” “Live Your Dream.” “The Customer’s Always 
Right.” 

These are clichés that - at times - don’t feel true at all. After being 
business owners for a few years, we’ve watched as business owner 
after business owner opened up about frustration, challenges and 
exhaustion. There is something quite powerful when you know a 
person’s struggle. 

Over the past 2 years, we’ve watched the following things happen to 
fellow business owners: 

• An employee steals money (it happens A LOT!)
• A key vendor doesn’t deliver
• Payment comes a year late
• Stress due to family & personal health
• Catastrophic events take out the physical location and insurance 

takes 9 months to pay out
• Key employees leave & steal clients

If you own a business, the odds of going through this kind of struggle 
are in your favor.

Struggle either makes us grow calloused, cold and bitter OR we grow 
more sensitive, open and compassionate. 



Falling out of love with your 
business is easy. 

Deciding when to quit and 
when to stick it out is your 
choice. 

But if you’re going to stick it 
out, you might as well love it. 

This is a guide for helping 
people who want to fall back 
in love with their business. 



1. Love Yourself
You’re overflow of love is directly correlated to the level that you love 
yourself. If you don’t love yourself, you’re not going to be able to pour 
into anything else. 

Anxiety can be a motivator, but it will run empty. It’s draining. Business 
owners who are living a life of overflow are business owners who are 
going to be able to run & lead for the long haul.

Homework

• Take care of your body
• Meditate and/or pray
• Eat less carbs
• Exercise
• Buy better clothes
• Leave harmful relationships
• Sleep
• Hire a personal trainer
• Practice yoga
• Stretch daily



2. Know What Your 
Business Can + Can’t 
Give You
Relationships can be crushed under the weight of expectations and 
your relationship with your business is no different. You need to get 
crystal clear with what you’re really trying to get out of owning your 
business. 

Do you want wealth in the bank? Do you want flexibility to travel? Do 
you want freedom to build your craft? Do you want to lead a team?
There is SO much business advice floating around, and it’s not all 
right for you. Too often we’re living according to other people’s lists. 
At The Wonder Jam, we’ve had to be really clear on what we 
prioritize. Here are some examples of our priorities (you go ahead 
and write out your own):

• We chose to prioritize working with the clients we wanted to 
(small business owners) rather than trying to win industry 
awards. 

• We chose to prioritize keeping a tiny, flexible team of 
contractors instead of scaling our business into a large 
agency. 

• We run our finances to give us flexibility & freedom instead 
of maximizing each and every percent.

Homework
We’re going to get crystal clear on what you want. Bust out a 
notepad (digital or analog will do) and write down what you 
want from your business. Use the prompts below to help: 

• What is a MUST HAVE from your business?
• What would be OK if you NEVER received from your 

business?
• How much money do you need to PERSONALLY TAKE 

HOME each month to stay afloat?
• Do you want to lead people or a team?



3. Do You Have The 
Wrong People Around?
A man in a suit approaches. His hand outstretched. A big red button is 
revealed in his hand. The word “reset” in big, white block letters. 

“Would you like a reset?”

If given the chance, would you swap out all of your customers, 
employees and vendors with new ones? Would you take the offer on a 
reset of relationships? How enticing does it sound?

Business is really about people. Marketing, sales, customer satisfaction, 
referrals are all “social” pursuits. 

The wrong people can make your business miserable. 

Are your people underperforming? Is there no chemistry? Is there no 
laughter in the office? How much do your people attempt to get out of 
work early?

You may need to do some real soul searching on this one. (We hope 
you didn’t think falling back in love with your business would be 
easy…)

Do you need to lead differently? 
Do you need to engage the hearts and minds of your employees? 
Why do you dislike your customers? 
Why do emails from clients annoy you? 
Are you attracting the wrong people? Why?

You’ve got to get to the bottom of this and then you need to make a 
commitment. Either you: 

(A) move forward with your current clients, employees and 
vendors or you 
(B) clean house and move forward differently

Make the choice. Be intentional. You can do this because you … well… 
ya know… OWN THE BUSINESS!



Homework
Make a plan for how to make your business relationships 
better from here on out:

• What can you do to attract the right talent and 
clientelle? 

• Where do you make customers most satisfied? 
• What do you need to do with your employees to begin to 

improve their



4. Plan Your 
Perfect Work Day
“I’ll take an Old Fashioned with Bulleit Rye.” Adam turns his attention 
from the bartender back to you. “So what did you do today?”

You think for a second. Take a deep breath. Shrug and reply…

“I think I read 200 emails. I wrote about 40 emails. I drove across town 
for a coffee meeting. Then I had a few phone calls that ended up taking 
an hour. I ate lunch while I worked. I got distracted on Facebook for 
about 35 minutes. My parents texted me about plans for traveling next 
weekend. Our office was a mess so I cleaned up for a while. Took out 
trash, did dishes, mailed checks and ran to the bank.” 

You laugh, sip your Old Fashioned and shrug. “This is why I started my 
business….”

There is a part of your business that you’ve always loved. It’s the spark 
that seduced you in the first place. We call these the LOVE-CENTERS of 
your business. 

Maybe it was freedom. 
Maybe it was the possibility of creativity.
Or maybe you wanted to make more money or just work from home. 
Whatever it is, there’s no shame. 

But there is a flip side to your business, the part you loathe. Nobody 
talks about this but if you get a group of business owners together, 
you’ll find them hinting at these LOATHE-CENTERS.

Bookkeeping. Emails. Chasing payments. Building proposals. Meeting 
with clients. Managing frustrated employees. 

Every business owner is wired differently and has their own unique 
LOATHE-CENTERS. I (Adam) loathe building reports and monitoring 
statistics while Allie loathes running our project management 
software. 



These are easy to identify:
• What is the activity that immediately shuts you down? 
• What tasks are you constantly avoiding?

Build your day around too many LOATHE-centers and not enough 
LOVE-centers and you’re going to hate the business you’ve built. 

Many executive coaches and life coaches will do an exercise with their 
clients that’s built around a simple, provocative question: 
“Tell Me About Your Perfect Day.” 

Our ideal day is void of any LOATHE-CENTERS and full of the best 
LOVE-CENTERS.

Outline your perfect day:

• You can be as vague or specific as you’d like. 
• Is your ideal day scheduled? 
• Is it spent working with people or alone? 
• Would you rather work a series of 6-hour days OR work 4 

long days followed by 5 days off?
• When would you start working? When would you stop? 

What would you do in your free time?

Homework



5. Make More Money
When you have 16 cents in your checking account, it’s difficult to love 
your work. 

Real difficult… 

If you’ve started OR you’re thinking about starting a business, then 
you’re probably an artist or an idealist or a visionary. 

And the thing about artists is they don’t often worry about making 
money. Artists care about making art.  

The problem with all that is making money helps you pay the bills, buy 
gas for your car and generally avoid living in the parents’ basement.
If you’re going to sustainably run a business, you’ve got to make some 
bank. If you don’t make enough money then you’re going to have to 
A) marry rich, B) borrow money or c) go get a “real” job.  And we don’t 
want any of those things to be happening now, do we…?

HOMEWORK

Figure out how much you need to make each month in order to 
maintain your business. 

Then add a little bit more so you can have some spending money.

Finally, figure out how much revenue your business needs to do in 
order for your to have the personal finances you want. 

Set goals to make more money. Make a plan. Follow it.
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